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In a subtle formal twist, the theme for this set of variations is not introduced by “the star,” the
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The second variation is in two parts: "a muted section of suppressed yearning, and a broader
lyrical pastorale." An extension of the pastorale materials serves as a transition to the climax of the
work, the third variation. The aggressive, syncopated third variation (“Ritmico”) is a transformation of the
previous variation. The driving rhythms are briefly interrupted by a whimsical, yet sardonic contrasting
section that features the viola and the piccolo in a duet before the faster, motoric material returns. After
a surging climax, a second cadenza that recalls both the concerto’s opening and the original theme
leads to the serene final variation (“Chorale”). It is as if all superfluous elements have been burned off
the theme by the work’s previous struggles leaving a slow, luminous chorale that the composer
describes as "simplicity itself."
*Jonathan D. Kramer and Joel Phillip Friedman
(Adapted from Jonathan Kramer’s original Carnegie Hall program note)

